
1 AI cameras gun for poachers 

1 To heaven and back at the roll of a dice 

4 ‘BrahMos manufacturing in Lucknow by early
next year’ 

10 India -Middle East -EU corridor to have multiple
routes, but hurdles remain 

10 Kuno cheetahs to be released into the wild in
winter with collars on 

12 84 artists get Sangeet Natak Akademi Amrit
awards 

12 Centre publishes disability database stripped of
socio -economic figures 

12 Canada, India trade talks paused over ‘certain
issues’, says Goyal 

12 Dolls from Manipur camps to spread smiles
globally 

14 Over 75% of European bumblebee species
threatened 

14 Why Nipah virus outbreaks are occurring only in
Kerala 

14 In songbirds, complex vocal learning predicts
brain size 

14 New neural network enables autonomous drone
to race 

14 Evasive nutritional support for TB patients 

14 Solar- powered microfliers gather
environmental data 

15 What is driving the Global Biofuels Alliance? 

15 How will Middle East corridor impact trade? 

1 Ex-CECs set to tell PM: In Bill, restore status of
EC to that of SC judge, not cabinet Secretary

1 A year after Kuno, new home for next lot of
cheetahs

1 Sanatan Dharma eternal duties, but
untouchability can’t be tolerated: HC

1 3 infiltrators killed at LoC, Army says Pak troops
gave cover fire

1 5 incidents in 10 days: Cross-border spike turns
gaze to winter strategy

6 Centre out of implants, patients pay the price

11 KCR launches lift irrigation scheme

12 Style, substance and slippery ice

12 Opportunities, obstacles for the G20 grouping

12 Silencing naysayers with hard work,
commitment

“Find time to revisit your promises”.
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